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This report shows the volume and share winners and losers 
among the dominant manufacturers in the five largest European 
car markets. It also shows the movement in the market volume 
and the movement in the average price of a vehicle within the 
market. Lastly, it  shows annual price movement by make. 
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About the price increases quoted 
The price increases quoted relate to retail prices inclusive of local taxes 
(they are not transaction prices.) We have compared the prices of all 
derivatives available within the market with the prices of the same 
derivatives (or their recognised predecessors) 12 months earlier.  
 
If a derivative available now did not exist (and did not replace a derivative 
that did exist) 12 months earlier, then it has been excluded from the 
analysis. Generally speaking about two-thirds of the derivatives available 
now were available 12 months earlier. This varies by make and by market.  
 
Analysing prices this way avoids the distorting affect of completely new 
model or derivative introductions and special editions. Clearly, these 
excluded vehicles have an effect on average prices, but including them can 

lead to misinterpretation at this level of detail. This price analysis gives a real 
picture of how the models that have been available in the market over the 
year have increased in price. 

The charts are based on up-to-date prices 
The data relates to prices applicable in October 2004, with annual volumes 
data to August 2004. Automotive data are provided by JATO Dynamics 
Limited and analysis and commentary are provided by eurocarprice.com. 

Prices are volume weighted 
The price movement of all the derivatives within each make have been 
grouped by model and fuel type, and a volume weighting applied equal to 
the sales volume of the model/fuel type combination over the last twelve 
months.   

The price increases reported this quarter have fallen across all 
markets. The report continues to demonstrate the correlation between 
sales volume movement and price increases.  

 

Most manufacturers are finding it hard to make price increases, however, 
because of the continuing reluctance of market volumes to improve faster. 

Higher price rises in Germany are still expected, although this is likely to be 
contingent on an increasing market. As with Germany, French prices can be 
expected to rise as the market starts to grow. 

In the UK, where sales are likely to fall below the previous year, the 
manufacturers have less scope for increasing prices even though the 
weaker £ Sterling has reduced their Euro revenue. 

Now that the Italian market is in decline, price increases are likely to remain 
low. Spanish price increases are likely to fall now that the peak of sales 
growth appears to have passed. 

The one segment that continues to grow strongly in all countries is the small 
MPV sector. The large number of models introduced into this sector over the 
last 18 months is putting pressure on prices in what would normally be a 
demand-driven suppliers market consistent with higher-than-average price 
increases. 
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The European market overall is recovering due to the slowing rate of decline 
in sales in Germany and France.  
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Key to charts 

Market Increase

NISSAN CITROEN AUDI BMW SEAT FIAT MERCEDES VOLKSWAGEN OPEL RENAULT FORD PEUGEOT

+24,342 +22,865 +3,450 +3,435 -3,855 -4,436 -7,231 -14,037 -16,011 -17,826 -18,917 -24,628

NISSAN CITROEN AUDI BMW FIAT SEAT MERCEDES VOLKSWAGEN OPEL RENAULT FORD PEUGEOT

+1.09% +1.06% +0.18% +0.17% +0.05% -0.15% -0.28% -0.53% -0.60% -0.69% -0.72% -1.01%

Market Increase

BMW CITROEN RENAULT MERCEDES VOLKSWAGEN SEAT NISSAN AUDI PEUGEOT FORD OPEL FIAT

+3.94% +3.35% +3.16% +2.24% +1.39% +1.19% +1.13% +1.06% +0.46% -0.33% -0.76% -0.78%

-1.17%

+1.83%

Annual Price Movements

Volume Winners and Losers

Share Winners and Losers (percentage points)

Volume Winners: The brands that have recorded 
the greatest increases in volume during the last 12 
months. The number shows the additional units 
achieved compared to the previous 12 months.  

Market Increase (volume): The 
overall change in total market 
volume during the last 12 months 
vs. the previous 12 months. 

Volume Losers: The brands that 
have recorded the greatest 
reduction in volume during the 
last 12 months. 

Share Winners: The brands that have recorded the 
greatest gain in share during the last 12 months. The 
number shows the increase in the brand's share of the 
total market. 

Annual Price Movements: The average price 
increases by make. The manufacturers with the largest 
average price increases are shown to the left while 
those with the lowest increases are shown to the right.  

Market Increase (price):  
The average price increase 
for the whole market. 

Share Losers: The brands 
that have recorded the 
greatest reduction in share 
during the last 12 months. 

Market Leader: the manufacturer 
with the largest market share tends 
to lead pricing activity in their 
market 
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Market Increase

RENAULT NISSAN BMW FORD VOLKSWAGEN AUDI SEAT OPEL MERCEDES FIAT PEUGEOT CITROEN

+11,475 +4,302 +3,817 +486 -869 -1,121 -2,939 -3,320 -3,791 -7,556 -27,604 -34,436

RENAULT NISSAN BMW FORD VOLKSWAGEN AUDI OPEL SEAT MERCEDES FIAT PEUGEOT CITROEN

+1.02% +0.25% +0.22% +0.10% +0.06% -0.03% -0.07% -0.12% -0.15% -0.33% -1.06% -1.49%

Market Increase

MERCEDES BMW NISSAN PEUGEOT FORD OPEL AUDI CITROEN RENAULT SEAT FIAT VOLKSWAGEN

+2.50% +2.07% +1.82% +1.69% +1.38% +1.29% +1.24% +1.19% +1.04% +0.80% -0.33% -1.04%

Annual Price Movements

Volume Winners and Losers

Share Winners and Losers (percentage points)

-1.64%

+1.29%

The French market continues to contract, although at a slower rate.  

France had second-lowest average price rise of the 'Big Five' European 
markets in the year to August and this price rise was smaller than in the 
previous quarter. We still expect to see higher price rises in France, but they 
may not happen until there is some growth in sales. 

The small MPV sector provided some relief in the decline. Fiat Idea, Opel 
Meriva, Ford Focus C-Max, and Renault Scenic and Grand Scenic all 
recorded large gains in sales. 

Mercedes increased prices by an average of 2.5% and suffered volume and 
share falls as sales of all models fell. 

Market leader Renault increased prices by less than the market average (an 
average of 1.04%). Renault’s market share increased by over 1% point, 
recording the highest sales volume gain (mainly attributable to Scenic and 
Grand Scenic). 

Nissan increased prices by 1.82% and enjoyed the largest sales gain 
(attributable to Micra and X-Trail). Large sales declines by Peugeot and 
Citroen were due to the wait for replacements for the 106 and Xsara 
respectively. 

Volkswagen had the lowest average price rise of this group of manufacturers 
at 1.04%. Volkswagen’s share increased marginally, attributable to Touran 
and Touareg. 

France 
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The German market continued to decline in the year to August. Sales were 
down 1.22% compared to the previous 12 months and the average price rise 
was only 1.42%. Prices rose more slowly than we predicted in our last report, 
when we expected some recovery in sales volumes. In fact, Ford and 
Renault reduced their prices, and Peugeot and Opel increased prices by less 
than 1%. 

BMW, Mercedes and Audi increased prices by more than 2%. BMW enjoyed 
the largest share and volume gains despite making the second highest 
average price rise: 2.22%. Sales growth was due to the new Series 5, X3 and 
X5.  

Mercedes introduced the highest price rise over the period and suffered 
reductions in share and volume. The fall in sales was largely due to A-Class, 
which now has a number of recent-entrant competitors. 

Market leader Volkswagen increased prices by an average of 1.44% but 
VW’s share fell by 0.34% and its volume declined by over 18,000 units. The 
success of the Touran (sales up by 64,000) helped offset much of the fall in 
sales for Lupo, Polo, Golf, Passat and Sharan. 

Despite price reductions by Ford and Renault, these manufacturers 
continued to lose volume and market share. The Ford model not to lose 
volume over the period was Focus C-MAX. The Renault  models that gained 
volume over this period were Megane and Scenic. 

Despite having no replacement for the 106, Peugeot gained market share 
though the 307 and 407, with an average price increase of only 0.62%. 

Opel increased its average price by 0.51% and lost volume and share, 
although sales of Meriva and Signum rose. 

Germany 

Market Increase

BMW SEAT NISSAN PEUGEOT FIAT CITROEN FORD AUDI MERCEDES RENAULT VOLKSWAGEN OPEL

+12,816 +2,321 +1,052 -53 -1,517 -4,676 -8,219 -15,229 -16,205 -16,264 -18,208 -22,649

BMW SEAT NISSAN PEUGEOT FIAT CITROEN FORD VOLKSWAGEN MERCEDES AUDI RENAULT OPEL

+0.49% +0.09% +0.06% +0.04% -0.02% -0.12% -0.16% -0.34% -0.37% -0.39% -0.43% -0.58%

Market Increase

MERCEDES BMW AUDI FIAT VOLKSWAGEN SEAT NISSAN CITROEN PEUGEOT OPEL FORD RENAULT

+2.39% +2.22% +2.11% +1.84% +1.44% +1.43% +1.41% +1.39% +0.62% +0.51% -0.16% -0.23%
+1.41%

Annual Price Movements

Volume Winners and Losers

Share Winners and Losers (percentage points)

-1.22%
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Market Increase

AUDI BMW VOLKSWAGEN VAUXHALL SEAT MERCEDES FIAT NISSAN RENAULT FORD CITROEN PEUGEOT

+6,622 +6,161 +4,816 +4,799 +457 +424 +44 -744 -1,171 -14,223 -18,621 -18,736

AUDI BMW VOLKSWAGEN VAUXHALL SEAT MERCEDES FIAT NISSAN RENAULT FORD CITROEN PEUGEOT

+0.23% +0.20% +0.11% +0.05% +0.00% -0.02% -0.03% -0.07% -0.13% -0.71% -0.77% -0.80%

Market Increase

FIAT VAUXHALL BMW CITROEN NISSAN MERCEDES FORD AUDI RENAULT PEUGEOT VOLKSWAGEN SEAT

+2.93% +2.73% +2.64% +2.18% +2.18% +1.87% +1.84% +1.71% +1.68% +1.08% +0.22% -1.47%

Annual Price Movements

Volume Winners and Losers

Share Winners and Losers (percentage points)

+1.09%

+1.69%

The UK market continued to grow, although sales volumes and prices 
increased less quickly than the previous quarter’s report.  

The year’s sales volume to August 2004 was 1.09% greater than the sales 
achieved in the previous 12 months, while the average prices across the 
whole market increased by 1.69%.  

The year-on-year volume and price increase figures in the previous quarter 
were 3.11% and 2.06% respectively. 

Fiat recorded the highest average price rise of 2.93%. Fiat's sales and share  
would have been disappointing had it not been for sales of the Panda, which 
was not available in the previous year. 

Seat maintained its market share with an average price reduction over the 
year. 

Vauxhall increased prices by more than 1% above the market average, and 
gained sales volume and share, attributable to Meriva and Signum. 

BMW increased sales volume and share (through Series 5, Series 6, X3 and 
Z4) whilst increasing average prices by 2.64%. 

Citroen increased prices by an average of 2.18% and lost significant volume 
and market share, spread across its range. 

Market leader Ford recorded an average price increase of 1.84%, whilst 
losing volume and market share despite the recent sales growth of Focus C-
MAX. 

Great Britain 
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Last quarter, we did not expect the Italian market to contract further and 
therefore we predicted a slight improvement in prices. In fact, Italy's market 
volume fell by 2.05% in the 12 months to August 2004, which was 0.88% 
further than in the year to May. 

The average annual price increase for the market was 1.28%, compared to 
1.83% the previous quarter. 

Two manufacturers made average price increases above 3%. BMW enjoyed 
market share and volume growth, whilst Renault suffered a market share and 
volume reduction. 

For BMW, the sales growth was attributable to X5, Series 5, Series 6, X3, 
and Z4. Renault’s fall in sales took place despite strong growth in sales of the 
new Megane, Scenic and Espace. 

Market Leader Fiat, increased prices by 1.36% and increased market share 
by 0.3% points. Sales success for the new Panda and Idea was offset by 
general reductions across the rest of the range. 

Ford reduced prices by 0.17% but still experienced volume and share falls. 
The only model to increase sales was the new Focus C-MAX. 

Peugeot suffered the largest volume and share fall, although the 407 
contributed to a sales increase within the upper medium segment. Peugeot's 
average price increase was 0.71%. 

Citroën increased prices by an average of 0.11%, gaining 0.93% points 
market share. Sales increase was due to the newly introduced C2. 

Market Increase

CITROEN NISSAN BMW AUDI FIAT SEAT MERCEDES VOLKSWAGEN OPEL RENAULT FORD PEUGEOT

+18,741 +13,441 +6,229 +1,804 -2,858 -3,655 -6,805 -8,418 -15,179 -19,555 -20,132 -24,558

CITROEN NISSAN BMW FIAT AUDI SEAT MERCEDES VOLKSWAGEN OPEL RENAULT FORD PEUGEOT

+0.93% +0.64% +0.31% +0.30% +0.13% -0.12% -0.23% -0.24% -0.49% -0.69% -0.69% -0.95%

Market Increase

BMW RENAULT AUDI FIAT MERCEDES NISSAN PEUGEOT SEAT VOLKSWAGEN OPEL CITROEN FORD

+3.76% +3.52% +1.95% +1.36% +1.16% +0.93% +0.71% +0.23% +0.18% +0.16% +0.11% -0.17%

Share Winners and Losers (percentage points)

Annual Price Movements

Volume Winners and Losers

-2.05%

+1.28%

Italy 
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Spain 

Market Increase

FORD RENAULT PEUGEOT CITROEN AUDI NISSAN SEAT FIAT BMW MERCEDES VOLKSWAGEN OPEL

+27,349 +24,239 +13,002 +11,563 +6,009 +5,509 +4,663 +4,414 +2,706 +977 +894 +815

FORD RENAULT AUDI NISSAN FIAT BMW PEUGEOT MERCEDES CITROEN VOLKSWAGEN SEAT OPEL

0.84% 0.32% 0.09% 0.06% -0.01% -0.08% -0.21% -0.21% -0.34% -0.66% -0.76% -0.93%

Market Increase

FIAT NISSAN RENAULT BMW FORD OPEL AUDI PEUGEOT VOLKSWAGEN MERCEDES CITROEN SEAT

+6.00% +5.63% +3.65% +3.42% +2.59% +1.89% +1.80% +1.80% +1.72% +1.48% +1.23% +0.71%

Annual Price Movements

Volume Winners and Losers

+11.35%

Share Winners and Losers (percentage points)

+2.42%

The market in Spain continues to grow. Sales have cooled a little recently 
but still grew by an impressive 11.35% in the year to August. This strong 
market environment has encouraged the manufacturers to increase their 
prices more aggressively than in the other 'Big Five' markets. 

Nevertheless, the average price increase in Spain, of 2.42%, was smaller 
than we reported last quarter and lower than predicted. 

Fiat increased prices by an average 6.0%. Its share fell marginally but 
sales increased in the strong market by more than 4,000, due to Idea, 
Panda and Ulysse. 

Despite Nissan’s increase of 5.63%, it achieved higher volume and slight 
growth in market share. Nissan's sales growth was due to a strong 
performance by Micra and, to a lesser extent, X-Trail. 

Renault combined an average price increase of 3.65% with the second-
largest market share growth amongst the monitored manufacturers. 
Scenic and Megane were mainly responsible. 

Ford increased prices by 2.59% and enjoyed the largest share and 
volume increases, due to Fiesta, Focus C-MAX and Ka.  

Opel suffered the largest share fall while increasing prices by an average 
of 1.89%. Meriva and Zafira enjoyed increased sales volumes. 

Local manufacturer Seat increased prices by only 0.71% but lost market 
share despite higher sales of Leon and the new Altea. 
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JATO Dynamics Limited 
JATO Dynamics is the world's leading provider of automotive information 
from across the globe. JATO is recognised as the most comprehensive and 
up-to-date source of market intelligence on today's automotive market and 
is the key competitive input for automotive manufacturers, distributors, 
dealers, analysts, experts and observers in over 40 countries.  
 
JATO researches and manages information on a wide range of key 
automotive market information, including automotive specifications, prices, 
options, registrations and sales volumes, forecasts, customer incentives, 
news and photographs. This unique database of information is collated by 
JATO's teams of local researchers in over 45 countries. JATO's range of 
on-line and dedicated tools are available to analyse, interrogate and 
compare information in 21 languages. 
 
CARSPECS House 
Bessborough Road 
Harrow 
Middlesex 
HA1 3XW 
 
Tel: 0208 423 7000 
 
www.jato.com 

eurocarprice.com 
eurocarprice.com is a unique service for every executive in the automotive 
sector who needs to track and compare the prices of new and used cars 
across Europe. Providing monthly and quarterly updates of price 
movements, backed up by detailed analysis by country and market 
segment, eurocarprice.com is essential reading. 
 
The Stables  
3 Manor Courtyard 
Aston Sandford 
Bucks 
HP17 8JB 
 
Tel: 01844 296500 
 
www.eurocarprice.com 
 

This report is produced by: 

http://www.jato.com
http://www.eurocarprice.com
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